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Understand Your Constitution “Prakruti” 

 

Ayurveda “Knowledge of Life” is the sister science of yoga and holistic medical system of India, which was the first 
document in the Vedas around 5000 years ago.  This ancient science is based on the five elements (ether, air, fire, 
water, and earth) found in the universe and make up the three basic energies of the body known as the doshas; Vata, 
Pitta and Kapha.  Ayurveda believes that we all have a unique and inherent combination of these doshas, which 
determine our constitutions (Prakruti). 
There are many factors that can cause the body, mind, and spirit to become out of balance, including the change of 
seasons and weather; our specific locations, what we ingest, and our mental, emotional, and spiritual disharmonies.  
By understanding your own unique nature or constitution, you can begin to understand how you interact with your 
environment.  This knowledge will help you make choices leading to increased body, mind, and spiritual health.   

Defining your “Prakruti” and current state of health (called Vikruti) is best done with an Ayurvedic practitioner who is 
trained to incorporate the analytical tools and techniques from this ancient medical science.  However, as a start, the 
following test will give you an idea of your dominant dosha or doshas. 
It is important that you take time to consider each of the categories.  Answer from your earliest memories and focus on 
your overall experience – the real you – not your recent state of health or what you wish you could be.  Read through 
the test first, and then score it.  Or ask a friend to help – he or she may offer you valuable insight and an added 
measure of impartiality.  Give yourself one point per question.  If two answers apply equally and it is difficult to choose 
then add both to your score.  Once you total the columns, the results indicate basically your dominant dosha(s): Vata, 
Pitta, Kapha, or a combination which is your constitution or given nature. 
 
The Dosha Test 
 

 

Name: 
 

 Vata ✔ Pitta ✔ Kapha ✔ 
Body size Thin build  Medium build  Large build  
Weight/change Low, difficult to gain  Medium, easy gain & lose  Heavier, hard to lose  
Face shape Thin, angular  Square, tapered  Round, big  
Cheeks Wrinkled, sunken  Smooth, flat  Round, plumb  
Eyes Small, dry, active  Medium, light sensitive  Big, moist, calm, loving  
Nose Small, uneven shape  Medium, pointed, red  Large, short, round, button  
Hair Thin, dry, brittle  Straight, oily, thinning  Thick, oily, wavy, luxuriant  
Lips Thin, dry, cracked  Medium, red, inflamed  Large, white, smooth  
Neck Long, thin  Medium, wide  Short, thick  
Nails Thin, brittle, dry, rough  Flexible, sturdy, pink  Thick, smooth, shiny  
Skin Cold, thin, dry  Warm, reddish, blemishes  Thick, oily, cool, pale  
Digestion Irregular, gas, bloating  Strong, reflux, heart burn   Slow, mucousy  
Elimination Constipation, dry, hard  1-2 BM day, warm, diarrhea  1 BM day, big, sluggish, oily  
Speech pattern Enthusiastic, Rambling  Concise, articulate, clear  Slow, thoughtful, deliberate  
Sleep pattern Light, awakes easily  Soundly, awakes with ease  Deep, difficult to awake  
Emotional response Anxiety, fear  Anger, jealousy  Attachment, withdrawal  
Health concerns Anxiety, insomnia  Skin infections, hypertension  Allergy, congestion, weight  
Mental activity Quick & restless, racing  Sharp, aggressive, impatient  Calm, steady, stable  
Decision making Difficult to make 

decisions, scattered 
 Easy to make decisions, 

changes with new info 
 Slow, takes time to make 

decisions, dislikes pressure 
 

Appetite is Variable, eats frequently  Strong, prefers 3 meals day  Dull, forgets to eat  
Personality traits Talkative, social, outgoing  Controlled, intense, focused  Reserved, laid back  
Career and Interest Creative, design, art  Sports, politics, science  Care giving, being in nature  
Projects & 
completion 

Starts many but 
completes few 

 Focused & driven, completion 
is a priority 

 Good worker but does not 
like to start projects 

 

 Total Vata Total Pitta Total Kapha 
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